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ABSTRACT

A downward-looking, large-area array, active sonar system
has been proposed as a means for monitoring the passage of submerged
objects by measuring the backscatter off the altered thermal microstructure. The evaluations here show that the problem is contrast,
with the biological backscatter as the limiting factor, so that a large
array appears necessary. The defrree to which the remnants of the
thermocline structure, after passage, would further limit the system
arc not yet known. As an experimental plan, other unknowns are the
desired frequency of operation as well as the required sophistications
of the sonar.
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Abstract
A downward-looking, large-area array, active sonar system
has been proposed as a means for monitoring the passage of submerged
objects by measuring the backscatter off the altered thermal microstructure.

The evaluations here show that the problem is contrast,

with the biological backscatter as the limiting factor, so that a large
array appears necessary.

The degree to which the remnants of the

thermocline structure, after passage, would further limit the system
are not yet known.

As an experimental plan, other unknowns are the

desired frequency of operation as well as the required sophistications
of the sonar.

-u.

Summary
A downward-looking, large area array, active sonar system has been
proposed as a means for monitoring the passage of a submarine by measuring
the backscatter off the altered thermal microstructure.
evaluations here and those in Jason

1

The results of the

seem to show:

1.

The detection problem is not ambient noise but
rather that of contrast.

2.

If biological backscatter is the limiting factor,
then a large array appears necessary. However, the frequency of operation is not evident
so that further investigation is required in order
to define the array and other system parameters.

3.

However, if the backscatter from the thermocline is off sheets of high thermal gradients,
range gating may be effective in reducing array
requirements.

4.

If after passage of the submarine, the thermocline is not completely homogenized, the limitations may not be biological backscatter but the
remnants of the thermocline.

I.

Detection of the horizontally stratified thermocline before passage and the remnants afterwards may not only require range gating but
more sophisticated techniques.

6.

The complete system may thus not comprise a
large array with a pulse compression sonar but
instead resemble a sonic holography system.
This may be particularly true if energy changes
by themselves are not credible, but actual examination of the thermocline fine structure, before
and after passage, is necessary.

The efficacy of these techniques is difficult to comment upon because little
is known about the stability and lateral coherence of the thermal micro-true
lure Uyer. in the ocean.

More imporianily. however, the litll« that U known

ha. not been fully rxplotled in terma of aynthe«iaing a ay.tem.
-I-

1.0 System An dysis
A preliminary evaluation has h en made of an active sonar system
designed to monitor the passage of a submarine by measuring the backscatter
off the fine structure of the thermocline.

It is shown that even with a modest

array, the effects of ambient noi£,e will be small so that the problem is one
of contrast - i. e. , the change in backscatter before and after passage of the
submarine (Section 3. 0).
The evaluation by Jason is based on the volume backscatter due to
the gradients of the thermocline being homogenized by the passage so that the
remaining backscatter is of biological origin.

With this model, the require-

ment for a large array results from the need to fully exploit the horizontal
coherence of the laminar thermal layers and thus obtain sufficient processing
gain over the biologically scattered energy.
The efficacy of this suggested technique is difficult to comment upon
because of uncertainties in the applicability of the model used for the fine
structure of the thermocline, before and after passage.

Specifically, before

passage,
1.

The model is based on a volume backscatter and
thus does not show the advantages of ranRC gating.
Other model« for the thermocline *" show that
tht principal fe; ires are a series of thin laminarf'.ow sheets of high static stability separated in
depth by weakly turbulent layers a few meters
thick having only moderate density gradients.
The analysis of this model (Section 2.0) shows
that the backscatter per layer is

-2-

in which

L

is the layer thickness

A is the sonic wavelength.
Frequency effects result in -91 dB backscatter
at 5 KHz and -105 dB at 25 KHz.

2.

The estimates from the backscatter model used in
Jason l are -90 to -100 dB/m. This is not inconsistent, except that in the model used here the backscatter is not per meter but rather the result of a
thermal discontinuity less than 10 cm thick.

3.

If the biological backscatter is accepted at the
values used in Jason
biological, day
night

-70 dB/m
-90 dB/m

and the sonar range gates to 10 cm, the biological
interference level is
biological, day
night

4.

-70 -10
-90 -10

=
=

-80 dB/m
-100 dB/m

Unless the thermal sheets are less than 10cm
thick, range gating by itself does not appear
sufficient for detection. However, range gating
does reduce the requirements on the size of the
array.

After passage of the submarine:
1.

The model for the thermocline is based on a
homogenization of the thermal layers leavin
only the biological scatters. Other models
however, indicate that the mixing is not that
all complete.

2.

Suppose, for example, after passaue a more
suitable model is that the thermal sheets are
dispersed so that the -100 dD backscatter from
discrete sheets is now a volume hackscattcr.

-3-

3.

In this case the large array may not be too
effective against the backscatter after passage
because it comes from extended discontinuities
rather than from small biological scatters.

4.

Range gating then becomes a necessity to
determine that the structure of the backscatter
has been distributed.

Indeed U may result that:
1.

A large array is needed to reduce biological
backscatter.

2.

Range gating (pulse compression sonar) is
needed to determine that the laminar layer
has been disturbed.

3.

A holographic data processing procedure is
required to further examine the fine structure
of the thermocline before and after passage.
Perhaps without a procedure such as this,
monitoring of energy changes will not be
believable.

The preliminary conclusion is that the little that is known about the fi ne
structure of the thermocline has not been fully exploited in designing an
acoustic monitoring system.

2. 0 Physical Phenomena
The physical phenomena which is to be observed is the fine structure
of the thermocline which affects
waves.

and hence the backscatter of sonic

The order of magnitude of this effect will be estimated from two

sources,

J. D. Woods observations in the Mediterranean

observations in the Arctic.

2. 1

^C

and W. W. Dcnner

3

Mediterranean Data
The principal features of a thermocline, observed by photographs of

the tracers, is a series of thin, laminar-flow sheets of high static stability,
separated by weakly turbulent layers a few meters thick having only a moderate density gradient.

Temperature
Sheet Thickness
Temperature Gradient in

7"
i?

^TA*

Sheet
Temperature Step

= 20° C
=10 cm
r

,-f. _

/"C/^"-n.^^C

Both the density and salinity step changes would be desirable.
change will he neglected.

The salinity

The density change is calculated from the tempera-

ture change.

4J6" -260xl0"6 4T
-z -260xl0-6 (-0. 2)
~ 520xl0-6g/cm3
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Model for the Change in J'C

with Depth

2. 2 Arctic Data
The features observed in the Arctic arc sheets of high temperature
gradient ranging from a few to a few tens of centimeter thick separated by
layers of small gradient a few to a few tens of meters thick.

These data

are consistent with the Mediterranean data except there is, in addition to
temperature steps, recorded salinity and density step changes.

Temperature
Sheet Thickness
Temperature Step
Salinity Step
Density Step

?
47"
45
^^

0 C
10 cm
0.02oC
10 ppm
7. OyVf g/cm

2. 3 Model for the Reflectivity
The effect of these step changes is, to a first approximation, representable by a model of the water in which there are layers about 3 meters
thick, each layer having a step change in its acoustic velocity.
equation

may be used to calculate this changi .

AC =

M, OS AT • 0. /o }2 TAT* A ? */ /-^
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Wilson's
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The acoustic reflectivity for a ray at normal incidence is given by
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C
The fraction of the transmitted energy received by the array of size A? ou
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then
A A,
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In the case of non-specular reflection, doubling the diameter of the array
improves the T^ by only 6 dB.

Backscattcr Loss
The b&ckscatter loss comes directly from the reflection coefficient
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= 104.8 dB at 2: KHz
= 90. 8 dB at 5 KHz.

Noise Level
The noise level will be taken for a modest sea state (about 2)
5 KHz

/V7

. .55

dB re

25 KHz

^

. .65

dB

j

dyne/crn2

Detection Threshold
The detection threshold should be somewhat high because the phenomena
itself is not deterministic and comparisons have to be made.
6 dB, a little more margin is essential - say

-21

Instead of the usual

Evaluation of Signal Excess Against Ambient Noise
The Signal Excess can now be evaluated at 5 KHz and 25 KHz for both
a small (4 ft x 4 ft) and a large (50 ft x 50 ft) array.

The large array is suf-

ficient to collect almost all of the reflected energy, although this evaluation
should be refined to check on near-field vs far-field effects.

Array Size

Small

Reflection

Specular

Frequency

5

SL
PG
PD
-TL
-BL
-NL
-DT
SE (dB)

55. 0

Non-Specular

25

92. 3
92.3
38.0
38.0
5.0
5.0
-34.5 -20.5
-90.8 -104. 8
55.0
65.0
-10.0 -10.0

La!"ge

5

25

92. 3
38.0
5.0
-55.0
-90.8
55.0
-10.0

92. 3
38.0
5.0
-55.0
-104. 8
65.0
-10.0

34. 5

30. 5

65.0

Spec•.ular
5
92.
38.
5.
0.
-90.
55.
-10.

25
3
92. 3
0
38. 0
0
5. 0
0
0. 0
8 -104. 8
0
65. 0
0 -10. 0

89. 5

85. 5

Both 5 KHz and 25 KHz sonar frequencies have been considered as well as
models for specular vs non-specular backscatter.

In all cases, the Signal

Excess is high, showing that the actual problem is contrast.
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